By defining grids as graphs, geometric graphs can be represented in a very concise way.
Introduction
In studying fractals like Hilbert curve, Koch snow flake, Sierpinsi triangle and many others [1] , the need arose for a universal and compact notation. This paper gives a description. For that a new set of graphs are defined of which the fractals mentioned before are examples. The index notation which goes with it appears to have advantages over existing ones as chain codes and those used in L-systems.
In the next section a rather simple example is given of a graph which will be used to elaborate on the concepts to come. Then in the following two sections the basic concepts of this paper, grid graphs and index notation are introduced. More examples are given in section 4 where L-systems are introduced, the next section reveals some peculiarities and finally the last section we make an inventory of the fractals which give rise to new integer sequences.
N.B. 1.
Apart from the organization of this paper in sections, most of the text consists of statements which are divided in numbered Definitions, Examples, Theorems and Notes, the last ones indicated by N.B. This makes references to text parts much easier.
Introductory example: Gray codes

Definition 1. An index notation is a bijection :
f S T  for some sets S and T, where sS  is indicated by   fs .
Example 1.
S is the cyclic group of order n and / Tn  , the integers modulo n. The elements 0 1 2 3 , , , , s s s s S  are represented by 0,1, 2,3, .
N.B. 2.
This section is further devoted to Gray codes because these codes are excellent examples to illustrate the new concept of grid graphs and its index notation.
Definition 2.
A binary Gray code is an ordered set of binary vectors where each two successive vectors have a (Euclidean or Hamming) distance of 1. N.B. 3. A Gray code is called reflected -see Example 2 -if the first half of that code has one particular coordinate equal to 0 and forms a reflected Gray code of 1 dimension less, and the second half is equal to the first half but in opposite order and with that particular coordinate equal to 1. N.B. 4. A binary Gray code represents a Hamiltonian path on the unit cube. N.B. 5. There is a lot both known and unknown about Gray codes. One could read interesting facts in [2] 1  2  2 1  3 3  3  3  3 3 , , , , , 2  2  2  2  2  2  3  3  3  3  3 6 Definition 5. A walk on a grid is a graph consisting of an ordered multiset 4 of vertices such that two subsequent points have an edge in common. See also [10] , where ordering is not a prerequisite. A walk is called Eulerian if each edge in the walk is unique.
Definition 6.
A curve is a walk in which not only each edge, but also each vertex is unique. N.B. 20. So a walk is always a directed graph. N.B. 21. Notice that, contrary to a path, a vertex (and even an edge) can be visited more than once in a walk. A path always is a walk. N.B. 22. Further notice that the edges of a walk form also an ordered set. A walk is determined by its starting point and the subsequent edges. If no starting point is given, the origin is assumed. N.B. 23. A random walk [11] is a good example of a walk. In the next figure an example of a random walk on an hexagonal grid, with probability zero of turning back and equal probability of left and right. [12] C C C is the graph where each of the starting points of the two walks 23 , CC share an edge with the endpoint of 1 C . In a next paper I will go into several issues on these more general graphs, such as trees. 
N.B. 24. A lattice path
Index notation of grid graphs
E. Other numbering will give a symmetric grid graph. In a future paper we will go into this. Example 12. The brGray codes in Example 2 can be denoted by , 1 , 1, 2, 1  , 1, 2, 1,3,1, 2, 1    , etc. These codes will be called the normalized brGray codes. The non reflected Gray code from Example 3 is denoted by 1, 2,3, 2, 1, 2, 3    . Example 13. The d-dimensional brGray code is represented by 1, 2
L-systems
N.B. 34. A Lindenmayer system [14] , further abbreviated to L-system, is a set {symbols, start, (production) rules}, which produce a set of strings (of variable length). Beginning with the string represented by start and applying all the production rules to the symbols in the successive strings, the succeeding strings are produced. Although start usually is one symbol, it can also be a string (of symbols). We will make this definition a bit more formal. See also [15]. A high enough generation appears to be a new integer sequence in [13] and starts with 1,2,-1,3,1,1,-3,1,2,2,-1,-2,3,2,3,-1,-1,-3,1,-2,-1,3,-1,-3,-2,3,3,2, N.B. 41. By choosing V and P appropriately, the index notation of grid graphs often gives rise to new integer sequences in [13] . In section 6 we enumerate a few of them. N.B. 42. In an L-system repeated squaring can be used easily in the following way. The production rules P are essentially given by
If you apply these rules again on the elements of each
The trick now is that this set can be used as new production rules, applied on the elements of each   
No new sequence (in [13] ) however can be derived in this way. N.B. 47. As pointed out before (in N.B. 32), graphs in the triangular grid can be easily translated to graphs in the hexagonal grid or a graph on 3 , since all these grids have 3 edges. In the following we see an example. Example 18. Gosper's flowsnake, figure left on a triangular grid, see also Example 11, looks in 3D as in the figure right, seems quite a bit less regular as the left one. N.B. 48. Some of the grids, like Example 5, Example 7 and Example 8, are peculiar in such a way that a certain edge cannot be followed by an arbitrary other edge. In Example 7 e.g. edge 1 can only be followed by -2 or by 3.
6 New integer sequences in [13] N.B. 49. The first new sequence was that of the brGray code, I submitted it in 2009 and it has id A164677 [13] . N.B. 50. The second surely is Gospers flowsnake Example 17. No match is found in OEIS. N.B. 51. Another new sequence is reported in a separate paper on 2-dimensional Hilbert curves [18] , anticipating this work. N.B. 52. Probably all sequences representing a Hilbert curve in more than two dimensions also give rise to new integer sequences. In a separate paper some of them will be described. N.B. 53. It seems worthwhile to investigate other fractals and/or other choices of Lsystems producing that fractal so as to generate more new sequences. Unless stated otherwise, in the following examples the first variable mentioned is also the start. -3,2,-3,1,-2,3,-2,1,-3,1,-2,1,-3,2,-1,2,-3,2,-1,3,-1,2,-3,1,-3,2,-3,1,-2,1,-3,2,-1,2,-3,1,-3,2,-3,1,-2,3,-2,1,-2,3,-1,3,-2,1,-3,1,-2,3 ,-2,1,-2,3… which also is unknown to OEIS [13] . 1,-3,1,-3,-2,-3,1,-3,1,-3,-2,-3,-2,-1,-2,-3,-2,-3,1,-3,1,-3,-2,-3,1,-3,1,2,1,2,1 ,… again unknown to OEIS [13] . Example 23. New also is the Lévy C curve [24] with the same alphabet as the Dragon curve, but slightly different rules:
    1 1, 2 ; 2 2, 1 PP    and     P x P x    . The generated sequence is 1,2,2,-1,2,-1,-1,-2,2,-1,-1,-2,-1,-2,-2,1,2,-1,-1,-2,-1,-2,-2,1,-1,-2,-2,1,-2,1,1,2,2,-1,-1 ,… new in OEIS [13] . Example 24. The final example is the Takagi curve (or blancmange curve) as shown in [25] . Here the alphabet is , the start is 0, and the production rule is a formula:
    1, 1 P n n n n     .
  
Concluding
N.B. 54. In a future paper it will appear to be fruitful to combine index notation with isometric transformations. For that the concept of L-systems is applied in a new way. N.B. 55. Since we then have a rather complete picture of index notation, it is worthwhile to compare it with other ways of representing curves, like chain codes or turtle graphics.
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